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Welcome Statement 
 

 

I am delighted that you are considering applying to be a Trustee 
or Director of the MAC (the Metropolitan Arts Centre). 

 
The MAC is approaching its tenth birthday (in April 2022) and I 
am immensely proud of the impact the organisation has made 
in  that time. The story of the MAC’s creation, its earliest days 
and its development as a warm and welcoming arts space in 
Belfast’s city centre is quite a page-turner. 

 
 

 
We think deeply about how to remove the invisible barriers that cause some people to feel 
the arts are not for them.  At almost every level the MAC’s performance and engagement 
has exceeded the original      expectations and targets set prior to its opening.  The MAC was 
a ground- breaking project, built on a cross-departmental partnership between central 
and city government and the third sector. It was one of Northern Ireland’s first post-
devolution projects and it has become a shining example of successful arts-led 
regeneration. 

 
Many of our attempts to try new things have worked spectacularly well and others just 
haven’t. But that’s OK because in the MAC we never stop trying. Our shared organisational 
commitment to the pursuit of excellence informs every aspect of our work.  It extends from 
the art in our galleries and on our stages to the quality of the coffee in our café.   

 
The MAC has much more to do, not least because it is still a young organisation but also 
because of the devastating impact of Covid on those for whom it was created - the people of 
Northern Ireland.  In the coming months, the Board will begin a business planning process 
with the support of the Department for Communities, the Arts Council of Northern Ireland 
and Belfast City Council.  This will be an opportunity for us to reflect on all that we have 
learned during the past ten years and to plan for the next phase of the MAC’s work.  

 
In recruiting new Trustees and Directors we want to increase the diversity of the MAC 
Boards and so we will particularly welcome applications from women, the Global Majority, 
people with a disability and LGBTQIA+ people. 
 
 

Ray Hutchinson, Chairman
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The Story So Far (in words) 
 
 

 

 

 

Located in the heart of Belfast’s Cathedral Quarter, the MAC (the Metropolitan 

Arts Centre) is one of the UK and Ireland’s leading art institutions.  

 

Since opening in 2012, 2.5m people have enjoyed our programme of visual art 

exhibitions, theatre, dance, music, community-based programmes and family 

activities. 

 

The MAC is artistically led and commercially driven. We aim to contribute to the 

ongoing transformation of Belfast and Northern Ireland through our work. 

 

Our mission is to make Northern Ireland a better place, through the creation and 

enjoyment of and participation in, outstanding art.  Our vision is that Northern 

Ireland will become a creative and confident society that celebrates diversity. 
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The MAC has become a vibrant shared social space in the centre of Belfast.  

Enjoyed by young and old alike, the venue is a place for all.  From those using our 

café, Family Room and meeting spaces, to artists and art aficionados, to the 

many thousands of people for whom a visit to the MAC is their first to a 

contemporary arts centre, everyone is welcome. 

 

In 2019/20 we were proud to record 236,000 visits from people of all ages and 

backgrounds to our programmes which included: 

• visual art exhibitions in our three galleries,  

• theatre, dance, music and comedy events in our two theatres,  

• Creative Learning Programmes inside and outside of the MAC designed 

to address the barriers to civic and cultural participation for some of the 

most disadvantaged people living in Northern Ireland, 

• creative workshops and participatory and family activities and 

• a thriving venue hire business.  

 

Combining these programmes with our successful café and bar makes the MAC 

a bustling, dynamic and outward-facing organisation. 

 

We support artists working across Northern Ireland in almost all artforms at all 

career stages.  In 2019/20, we worked closely with 56 artistic companies and 

approximately 500 artists and creative workers.  Our volunteers (our MACtivists) 

supported us by giving us over 3,000 hours of their time.  

 

We have created a diverse and growing audience base through an award-

winning marketing and communications strategy and our research tells us that 

our programmes attract a younger demographic than our UK counterparts.  We 

attract out of state visitors and audiences in numbers that exceed industry 

targets, and we have an impressive digital reach including 81,000 social media 

followers. 
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Since opening, the MAC has won 25 awards and been shortlisted for a further 12 

awards for our work such as the Age Friendly Volunteer Awards (The Irish News), 

Team of the Year (The Irish News’ Workplace and Employment Awards), the Most 

Welcoming Theatre Award, Northern Ireland (Mumsnet), Outstanding Visitor 

Experience Award (Tourism NI) and Best Marketing in Creative Industries Award 

(Chartered Institute of Marketing). 

 

In 2019/20 the MAC generated an economic impact of £14.8m. 

 

Everything we do in the MAC – our building and our work – would not be possible 

without the generous capital and revenue funding we gratefully receive from the 

Arts Council of Northern Ireland and Belfast City Council.   Early capital support 

from Ulster Garden Villages, other trusts and foundations and the corporate 

sector has also been fundamental to our success.  The value and impact of our 

work is currently being recognised and supported by multi-year, six-figure grants 

from the UK’s leading trusts and foundations including the Garfield Weston 

Foundation, the Esmée Fairbairn Foundation, the Paul Hamlyn Foundation and 

the John Ellerman Foundation. 

 

The Impact of Covid-19 

The MAC’s business model is driven by interconnected income streams ranging 

across public sector grants, charitable trust grants, ticket sales, venue hire 

income and café bar sales and is based on bringing together large numbers of 

people in a shared cultural space.  

Our core business is supporting artists in the creation of excellent art and creating 

programmes which make this art accessible to as many people as possible. This 

has never been more challenging.  In 2020/21 the MAC was open to the public for 

49 rather than the normal 363 days.   
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The financial impact of the pandemic resulted in a reduction in revenues from 

ticket sales, venue hire and café/bar of c£1,300,000pa.  This has been mitigated 

by support through the CJRS and Covid rescue funding from the Arts Council of 

Northern Ireland. 

 

As Northern Ireland begins to look forward to the time beyond the early crisis 

stages of the pandemic, the MAC will take some time to consider how we can best 

adapt to the changed context within which we are working.   There can be no doubt 

that all civic society has been altered because of Covid and in response we must 

consider how the MAC can most usefully adapt to deliver maximum impact.  

Covid has exacerbated longstanding health, economic and cultural inequalities in 

Northern Ireland, it has changed the ways in which we work, it has accelerated the 

changing nature of town and city centres and it has had a devastating impact on 

children and young people.  Covid combined with Brexit, will require us to think 

deeply and to embrace change as we move forward with optimism and courage.  

In the MAC we have begun this thinking and we will continue to interrogate how 

the organisation embraces the challenges and opportunities that will emerge in 

our second decade with the support of our core funders in DfC, ACNI and BCC. 

 

There has never been a more exciting time to contribute to the MAC and its work 

by joining the Boards. 
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The Story So Far (in images) 
 

 

If we know one thing for sure in the MAC, it’s that it is hard to reflect the breadth 

of what we do in words.  So here are a few short videos that will give you an 

insight into the range of our work. 

 

Bringing the world to the MAC and the MAC to the world – Gilbert and George 
https://youtu.be/coTDVjoS_7E 
 
The MAC really is for everyone - MACtile tours  
https://youtu.be/COKVLJAfQt4 
 
The MAC, warm and welcoming - Ronnie’s film 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DziOj8qXxK0&t=3s 
 
And because we love Christmas in the MAC - Christmas lights switch on 2018 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aml_tq9VcSM&t=1s 
 
Our 2019 Christmas show - A Christmas Carol 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bRiSX_AOQV0 
 

https://youtu.be/coTDVjoS_7E
https://youtu.be/COKVLJAfQt4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DziOj8qXxK0&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aml_tq9VcSM&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bRiSX_AOQV0
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Governance Structure  
 
The MAC is a company limited by guarantee with charitable status. The charitable 

objective of the company is as stated in our Articles of Association and is: 

 

“the advancement of education in Northern Ireland in relation to the arts and in 

particular by the provision of a centre for use in instruction in the various arts 

(visual, performing, musical and literary) and which may also be used for training 

in any such activities or for the performances, readings or exhibits and so that the 

policy governing the use of the centre shall not discriminate on the grounds of 

religion, political opinion, race, colour, ethnic origin, sex or age.” 

 

The Charity has established a wholly owned subsidiary, the MAC Trading Co. Ltd.  

Limited by shares, this company has a service level agreement with the Charity to 

carry out the organisation’s primary purpose trading (artistic programmes) and 

ancillary trading (private hires and café/bar).  
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Charity

Role
Vision Mission and Values

Strategy
Income Generation

The Building
Governance

Stakeholder Relationships

Income
Public Sector Grants

Charitable Trusts and Donors
Corporate & Individual Membership

Venue Space Sponsorship
Rental Income

Staff
Chief Executive 

Director of Finance and Operations
Admin Officer

TradeCo

Role
Delivery of the Assigned Contracts

Monitor Growth of Existing 
Commercial Revenues

Development of New Commercial 
Revenue Streams

Income
Assigned Contract Income

Ticket Sales
Venue Hire

Catering Franchise
Event Sponsorship

Other Commercial Revenues

Staff
Creative Director  + Team
Director of Marketing and 
Communications + Team

Operations Manager + Team
Finance Staff
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Role Specification  
 
At its simplest, the role of Trustees and Directors is to receive assets on behalf of 

the MAC, to safeguard them and to apply them to the charitable purposes of the 

MAC. 

 

Trustees and Directors must always act in the best interests of the MAC exercising 

the same standard of duty of care that a prudent person would apply if looking 

after the affairs of someone for whom they have responsibility.  Trustees and 

Directors must act as a group and not as individuals. 

 

The term of office for Charity Trustees and Trading Company Directors is 4 years, 

with the option to serve a maximum of 2 terms.  

 

Each Board member is expected to: 

 

• ensure that the MAC complies with its governing documents (its Articles of 

Association), charity law, company law and any other relevant legislation or 

regulations, 

• ensure that the MAC pursues its objectives as defined in its governing 

documents, 

• ensure that the MAC applies its resources exclusively in pursuance of its 

objects, 

• contribute actively to the Board by giving firm strategic direction, setting 

overall policy, defining goals, setting targets and evaluating performance 

against agreed targets, 

• safeguard the good name and values of the MAC, 

• ensure the financial stability of the MAC. 
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The Charity Trustees and Trade Co Directors want to add to the current Boards’ 

skills and experience in the following areas: 

 

• communication and public affairs, 

• arts venue management, preferably from the subsidised arts sector, 

• financial management, income generation and commercial enterprise 

(preferably in an SME), 

• arts leadership or arts practice, 

• commercial or charity law, 

• arts fundraising, 

• change management, 

• hospitality industry,  

• human resource management, 

• volunteering management. 

 

Minimum Time Requirement 

 

Trustees and Directors are expected to attend an induction session in the MAC 

prior to their first board meeting.  Trustees and Directors are expected to attend 

all board meetings.  Each Board meets six to eight times each year during normal 

office hours.  The duration of meetings is approximately 2 hours. One meeting 

each year is allotted to strategic planning and is a residential event starting one 

afternoon and lasting the whole of the following day.  All Trustees and Directors 

will be required to be physically present for at least one other of the remaining 

Board meetings and other meetings may be attended remotely in a hybrid format.   

 

The two standing governance committees are: 

• Audit and Risk, 

• Remuneration and Nominations. 
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From time to time the Boards also form time-limited committees to deal with 

specific issues as required. 

 

Trustees and Directors are not remunerated for their work as non-executive 

Directors, although travel expenses to meetings will be paid.  
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Person Specification 
 
Candidates will be expected to demonstrate their ability and the ways in which 

they meet the essential criteria in their CV and cover letter, and if shortlisted, at 

interview.  

 

Essential Criteria 

 

• Making An Impact With Others  

Developing and maintaining co-operative working relationships to achieve 

results.  

Being a Trustee or Director means working collaboratively as part of an in-person, 

virtual or hybrid team.  We would like to know how you operate in and contribute 

to a team environment and how your contribution has made your teams 

successful in meeting their aims.  

 

• Thinking Strategically 

Making a significant contribution to the strategic direction and to the success of 

the MAC.  

A principal role of the Boards is to set strategic objectives for the MAC.  We would 

like to know how you have contributed to the future direction of an organisation as 

well as planned the related strategic activities. 

 

• Thinking Analytically 

Making a personal contribution towards solving problems in a team and 

organisational environment.  

As a Trustee or Director, you will be required to analyse complex information as 

well as proactively contribute to the Boards’ decision-making process.  We would 

like to understand how you have responded analytically to challenges and how 

you contributed to providing a solution. 
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• Effective Resource Management  

Efficiently and effectively managing resources, demonstrating sound corporate 

governance, including financial management, people management, risk 

management and oversight. 

 As a Trustee or Director, you will have an oversight role to ensure the MAC 

functions within its budgetary constraints and exercises good governance.  We 

would like you to tell us about how you have had to manage resources including 

using sound financial oversight and governance whilst recognising the bounds of 

your authority and the risks you faced. 

 

Please note that we reserve the right to enhance the criteria to aid shortlisting. 
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How to apply  
 
The shortlisting and interview process will be managed by the Remunerations and 

Nominations Committee.  The Committee will be assisted in its work by the 

MAC’s independent, external HR adviser. 

 

Where it is possible to accommodate, applicants who are invited for interview 

may request to conduct the interview online. 

 

The Remunerations and Nominations Committee’s recommendations for Board 

appointments will be brought forward to the Charity Board for consideration and 

approval at its meeting following interviews.  At that point Trustees will consider 

whether successful applicants will be invited to join the Charity Board or Trading 

Company Board. 

 

To apply please send the following: 

 

• Your CV, 

• A covering letter of no more than 600 words outlining your skills, 

experience and suitability for Board membership, 

• A completed equal opportunity monitoring form which can be 

downloaded from the MAC website using this link 

https://themaclive.com/about-us/careers . 

 

Closing date for applications: Noon on Monday 7 February 2022 

Interviews to take place:  14 February 2022 

 

Please send this information to recruitment@themaclive.com or by post to the 

HR and Admin Officer, The MAC, 10 Exchange Street West, Belfast, BT1 2NJ. 

 

  

 

https://themaclive.com/about-us/careers
mailto:recruitment@themaclive.com
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The applicants who most closely fit the Person Specification outlined 

above will be shortlisted for interview, so please make sure you tell us 

everything relevant on your CV. 

 

Please note that we will be unable to consider any applications which 

are received after the deadline. 

 

Thank you for your interest in joining one of the MAC’s Boards.  
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Appendix 1 – Current 
Trustees 

   

Ray Hutchinson, Chairman 

 

  
David Gavaghan 

 
 

 
 
 

 
Colm Devine, Treasurer and 
Chairman of Audit & Risk 
Committee 

 
  

  
Dr Michelle Murtagh 

 

 

  
Andrew Cowan 

 
 

 
Corrine Heaney 
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Appendix 1 – Current 
Directors 
 

  

Richard Donnan, Chairman 

Formerly Managing Director, Ulster 
Bank Group  
 

  

Joris Minne 

 

 

Siobhan Lavery  

  

Matt Higgins  
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Appendix 2 
Senior Leadership Team     
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